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Abstract
Introduction The rapid globalisation of the
pharmaceutical production and distribution has not
been supported by harmonisation of regulatory systems
worldwide. Thus, the supply systems in low-income and
middle-income countries (LMICs) remain exposed to the
risk of poor-quality medicines. To contribute to estimating
this risk in the private sector in LMICs, we assessed the
quality assurance system of a convenient sample of local
private pharmaceutical distributors.
Methods This descriptive study uses secondary data
derived from the audits conducted by the QUAMED group
at 60 local private pharmaceutical distributors in 13 LMICs.
We assessed the distributors’ compliance with good
distribution practices (GDP), general quality requirements
(GQR) and cold chain management (CCM), based on an
evaluation tool inspired by the WHO guidelines 'Model
Quality Assurance System (MQAS) for procurement
agencies'. Descriptive statistics describe the compliance
for the whole sample, for distributors in sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA) versus those in non-SSA, and for those in lowincome countries (LICs) versus middle-income countries
(MICs).
Results Local private pharmaceutical distributors in our
sample were non-compliant, very low-compliant or lowcompliant for GQR (70%), GDP (60%) and CCM (41%).
Only 7/60 showed good to full compliance for at least
two criteria. Observed compliance varies by geographical
region and by income group: maximum values are higher
in non-SSA versus SSA and in MICs versus LICs, while
minimum values are the same across different groups.
Conclusion The poor compliance with WHO quality
standards observed in our sample indicates a concrete
risk that patients in LMICs are exposed to poor-quality or
degraded medicines. Significant investments are needed to
strengthen the regulatory supervision, including on private
pharmaceutical distributors. An adapted standardised
evaluation tool inspired by the WHO MQAS would be
helpful for self-evaluation, audit and inspection purposes.

Introduction
Medicines must be of assured quality, for
preventing harm to individual and public

Key questions
What is already known?
►► Many medicine regulatory authorities in low-in-

come and middle-income countries (LMICs) lack the
resources needed to enforce full compliance with
adequate quality standards.
►► The quality systems of pharmaceutical distributors
in the public sector in LMICs present important
weaknesses.

What are the new findings?
►► The quality systems of private pharmaceutical dis-

tributors in LMIC also appear to be poorly compliant
with adequate quality standards, as defined by WHO.

What do the new findings imply?
►► To prevent the distribution of poor-quality medicines,

adequate quality systems should be enforced both in
the public and private sectors.
►► A standardised evaluation tool would improve the
training, self-evaluation and regulatory inspection
of pharmaceutical distributors in the private sector.

health, and for allowing an adequate performance of health systems.1 Unfortunately, the
globalisation of pharmaceutical production
and distribution has not been accompanied
by a strengthening and harmonisation of the
regulatory systems worldwide, and the global
market is currently characterised by a situation of multiple pharmaceutical quality standards.1–4 Even if no country can be considered
exempt from the risk of poor-quality medicines, problems abound especially in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs),5
where many National Medicines Regulatory
Authorities (NMRAs) lack the resources and
capacity needed to enforce compliance with
adequate quality standards.6–8
Poor-quality medicines include falsifications, which are deliberately or fraudulently
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Therefore, we carried out a second study to evaluate the
quality systems of pharmaceutical distributors in LMICs,
this time with exclusive focus on the private sector. We
assessed the performance of a convenient sample of
private distributors in 13 LMICs by using an evaluation
tool adapted from the WHO MQAS. Noteworthy, for
this analysis we adopted a pragmatic definition of 'local
private pharmaceutical distributors', that is, 'for-profit
suppliers of medicines, not directly selling to patients,
and selling locally in the country, or in a given area within
the country'.
Methods
This is a descriptive study of secondary data, conducted
within the framework of a thesis of the Master's Course
in International Health of the Institute of Tropical Medicine, Berlin,32 and complementary research at the Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp.33 We assessed the
compliance with MQAS principles of the quality systems
of a convenient sample of local private pharmaceutical
distributors in 13 LMICs.
Based on our previous findings,28 and on publicly
available information about the weakness of regulatory
enforcement in many LMICs,7 8 26 we expected that the
compliance with the principles of the WHO MQAS would
be generally low. In addition, we hypothesised that the
level of MQAS compliance will vary depending on those
contextual factors that may have an impact on the stringency of regulatory supervision, such as the geographical localisation or a country's income group. Therefore,
we also compared the WHO MQAS compliance of local
private distributors in SSA versus those in non-SSA, and
of those in LICs versus those in middle-income countries
(MICs).
Data collection and sampling
Secondary data were derived from the database of
QUAMED (Quality Medicines for all; https://quamed.
org/en/home.aspx), a partnership that brings together
medical non-governmental organisations active in LMICs
and some African procurement agencies, and pleads for
universal access to quality-assured medicines.28 34 35 To
help partner organisations purchasing quality-assured
medicines, QUAMED evaluates the performance of
various pharmaceutical suppliers,28 including local
private distributors in the countries where partner organisations run their medical programmes.
Suppliers are audited by QUAMED if they (i) are
current or potential suppliers of QUAMED partners and
(ii) if they voluntarily undergo the audit, under a confidentiality agreement. Audits are conducted by a pool
of qualified pharmacists, whose skills and qualifications
are defined by a standard operating procedure. The
audits’ methodology varies depending on the categories of suppliers: big procurement agencies are audited
according to the MQAS criteria ('full audit'), whereas
local private distributors undergo a 'short audit', that is,
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771
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misrepresented with regards to identity, composition or
source, and substandards, which are authorised by the
NMRA but fail to meet national and/or international
standards, due to poor manufacturing and quality control
practices that are not detected by the regulators.9 Poorquality medicines are well documented in the scientific
literature. For instance, Nayyar and colleagues reported
significant prevalence of low-quality medicines in 7 countries in Southeast Asia and in 21 countries in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).10 A further systematic review showed
a median prevalence of poor-quality anti-infective
medicines in Africa and Asia of 28.5%.11 Johnston and
colleagues showed that substandard medicines are widespread in low-income countries (LICs) and can inadvertently lead to healthcare failure.12 More recent findings
point at the presence of poor-quality medicines in the
field of non-communicable diseases13–15 and in non-African settings,16–21 feeding the increasing awareness that
poor-quality medicines are an important threat to individual and public health in LMICs.22 At the end of 2017,
WHO estimated the rate of substandard and falsified
medical products in LMICs at approximately 10.5%.23
In addition to being substandard or falsified from
the manufacturing stage, medicines may become of poor
quality because they degrade due to inappropriate storage
and transport conditions along the supply chain1: the
inappropriate exposure to oxygen, moisture, heat and
strong light may cause or accelerate the decomposition
of the active or non-active ingredients and the formation
of degradation products.24 To prevent such phenomena,
all actors along the supply chain should implement the
Good Distribution Practices (GDP)25 as part of their
quality system, and the compliance with GDP should be
verified and enforced by the NMRA.26 Conversely, lack
of stringent regulatory supervision will result in poor
storage and distribution standards, triggering the presence of degraded medicines at the level of the concerned
distributor(s), and downstream along the supply chain.
The WHO guideline 'Model Quality Assurance System
(WHO MQAS) for procurement agencies', initially
designed for United Nations agencies, may be referred
to by any organisation that needs to design, implement
or evaluate adequate quality systems in procurement
and distribution of medicines.27 Our group previously
contributed to unveil the vulnerabilities of the international pharmaceutical supply chains in the public health
sector. In particular, our previous findings published by
Nebot Giralt et al28 suggest that international humanitarian distributors and SSA national procurement agencies do not consistently apply stringent quality criteria
for selecting the medicines they supply: data from our
sample showed that the compliance with the quality
requirements of the WHO MQAS was generally low.
In LMICs, however, many patients are accessing
healthcare through the private sector.29 It has even been
suggested that the private sector could successfully substitute the public sector as healthcare provider because of
the failures observed in the public health services.30 31
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a simplified evaluation inspired by the MQAS principles
and focusing on GDP and quality systems. The 'short
audit report' consists of a brief narrative and of a standardised questionnaire, which is a light version of the
'Harmonised MQAS Compliance Self-Assessment Tool'.36
Since audits are conducted under a confidentiality agreement, the reports are available to the QUAMED partners
through a password-protected database.
The ‘local private distributors’ included in the present
analysis were extracted from the QUAMED database
according to the following criteria (see figure 1):
1. Period: conducted between 1 January 2013 and
31 December 2016.
2. Geographical location: all countries where QUAMED
has been doing audits, except the 2016 World Bank
(WB) region 'Europe and Central-Asia'.
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771

3. Type of distributor: local, for-profit pharmaceutical
suppliers, handling medicines and not selling directly
to patients.
4. Type of audit: QUAMED short audits, for which a
short report including the standardised questionnaire
is available.
For the comparison by subgroup, the distributors were
classified as SSA or non-SSA by geographical region, and
as MICs or LICs based on the WB classification (2016).
Translation of the data
For accurately comparing the audits’ findings across
distributors, we translated the narrative information
contained in the 'short audit reports' (ie, a narrative text,
and the open-ended answers of the standardised questionnaire), into quantitative data. In the above-mentioned
3
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Figure 1 Flow diagram of the distributors' selection process. LIC, low-income countries, MIC, middle-income countries; n,
number of distributors; SSA, sub-Saharan Africa.
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Five quality assurance criteria
1

General quality
requirements (GQR)

Twelve activities derived from
the Model Quality Assurance
System
Documentation system
Human resources
Recall and complaints handling
Self-inspection

2

Good distribution
practices (GDP)

Organisation of the warehouse
Physical storage conditions
Stock control
Control at reception
Distribution

Definition
GQR includes the basic elements required for the
establishment of a quality assurance system which
is effective in preventing mistakes.
For example: documentation system with
standardised norms and procedures that define
each activity of the quality assurance system, the
management of human resources, and the recall
and complaints handling.
GDP includes the process of reception, storage
and distribution of medicines.
For example: it defines under what physical
conditions the products must be stored
(temperature, humidity…) to prevent their
degradation (development of degradation products,
loss of bioavailability, etc).

3

Cold chain management (CCM) Management of the cold chain

CCM includes all of the means used to ensure a
predefined temperature (generally between +2°C
and +8°C) for temperature-sensitive products as
they move through the supply chain, and so to
ensure their quality, efficacy and safety.

4

Selection of sources (SS)

Selection of the sources

5

Quality control (QC)

Quality control

SS includes the criteria adopted to choose
products from manufacturers that comply with
good manufacturing practices. It is taken as an
indicator of the quality assurance of the products
as supplied by the manufacturers.
QC includes the design and implementation of
a sampling plan to check the quality of supplied
products, through full chemical analysis conducted
at an accredited laboratory.

work, Nebot Giralt et al developed a 'rating system'
based on the key activities of the WHO MQAS and used
it to measure the MQAS compliance of pharmaceutical
procurement agencies undergoing the QUAMED 'full
audits'.28 We adapted this tool, to capture the information collected during the QUAMED 'short audits' of local
private pharmaceutical distributors, and we developed
an ad hoc 'rating system for local private pharmaceutical
distributors' (online supplementary materials). This is
based on 12 activities, derived from the WHO MQAS and
grouped into five quality assurance (QA) criteria: general
quality requirements (GQR), GDP, cold chain management (CCM), selection of sources (SS) and quality
control (QC). Details and examples of such activities and
criteria are given in table 1.
To analyse our data, we first translated the narrative
information contained in the 'short audit reports' into
a numerical value (score) per activity. Second, we rated
each distributor for each of the 12 activities by attributing
a score between 0 and 4, where each number represents
a specific level of compliance. Third, we calculated the
compliance of each distributor with each of the five QA
criteria by calculating the average of the scores of the
activities included in each criterion (raw data available
4

as online supplementary materials). For both 'activities' and 'criteria', the score that expresses the level of
compliance with the principles of MQAS ranges from
non-compliance (0.00) to consistently compliant (4.00).
Intermediate scores are very low compliance (0.01–0.99),
low compliance (1.00–1.99), medium compliance (2.00–
2.99) and good compliance (3.00–3.99).
Even if the 'rating system for local private pharmaceutical
distributors' includes five QA criteria, in this paper we only
report on findings for GQR, GDP and CCM, which represent the core business of all pharmaceutical distributors.
As further elaborated in the discussion section, the two
additional criteria (SS and QC) refer to prequalification
and reassessment of procured sources, for which local
private distributors rely on the marketing authorisation
granted by the NMRA.
Analysis
The quantitative data reported in the 'rating system for
local private pharmaceutical distributors' were analysed
using Microsoft Excel 2007. The units of analysis were
the local private pharmaceutical distributors. The variables were the three QA criteria (GQR, GDP and CCM),
treated as ordinal variables. General descriptive statistics
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771
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Table 1 The five quality assurance criteria grouping the 12 activities derived from the Model Quality Assurance System
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Results
Overall, 154 records of audited distributors were identified through the QUAMED database search. The flow
diagram of the distributors' selection process is shown in
figure 1. The records of 60 distributors in 13 countries
(ie, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic
of Congo, Ethiopia, Haiti, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Kenya,
Lebanon, Myanmar, Niger, the Philippines and Senegal)
were eligible for inclusion in the analysis. Out of these 60
distributors, 30 are located in SSA (eight countries) and
30 outside SSA (five countries); 29 are located in LICs
(six countries) and 31 in MICs (seven countries).
Compliance with QA criteria in LMICs
The compliance with the QA criteria varies strongly across
distributors (table 2). The internal consistency is high
for GDP (α=0.87) and GQR (α=0.88). For these criteria,
compliance is generally low, with central tendency scores
with a median of 1.13 for GQR (IQR 0.50–2.00) and 1.50
for GDP (IQR 0.80–2.25). Out of 60 distributors included
in the analysis, only 44 supplied heat-sensitive products
and were evaluated for CCM. In general, compliance was
better for CCM than for other QA criteria, with a central
tendency of 2.00 (IQR 1.00–3.00). However, CCM also
showed the highest variability, with scores ranging from
non-compliant (0) to fully compliant (4). Coded data

by distributor are available in the online supplemental
material.
The percentage of distributors found to be non-compliant, very low-compliant or low-compliant with the QA
criteria is of 70% for GQR, 60% for GDP and 41% for
CCM (figure 2). The compliance was on average lower
for GQR than for GDP. All distributors showed some level
of non-compliance with the QA criteria, and only seven
distributors out of 60 showed good to full compliance
for at least two criteria. None of the distributors was fully
compliant with GQR or GDP criteria.
Compliance with QA criteria by geographical region and by
income group
The internal consistency of GDP and GQR was high
for the geographical subgroups (GDP: SSA α=0.80,
non-SSA α=0.90 and GQR: SSA α=0.80, non-SSA α=0.87)
and for the income subgroups (GDP: LIC α=0.78, MIC
α=0.90 and GQR: LIC α=0.71, MIC α=0.87). The compliance with the three QA criteria varies by geographical
region and by income group (Online Supplementary
Table B). In particular, it is higher (low to medium)
for non-SSA than for SSA (very low to low). Minimum
values are the same in both groups, while the IQR and
the maximum values are higher in non-SSA than in SSA
(table 2); within non-SSA there is high variability across
distributors, whereas in SSA the compliance is generally
very low or low (figure 3).
Similar results are found when comparing the LICs
versus MICs subgroups. Despite the pronounced differences between the two subgroups, the lower scores are
the same for LICs and MICs (table 2). The criteria with
the highest and lowest scores tended to be the same in all
subgroups.
Discussion
Our evaluation of the quality systems of a convenient
sample of 60 private pharmaceutical distributors in 13
LMICs, conducted with an ad hoc rating system, is to the
best of our knowledge the first study of this kind. Our
results show a generally poor compliance with adequate

Table 2 Overview of the level of compliance of local private pharmaceutical distributors, by quality assurance criterion
General quality
Distributors requirements

Good distribution
practices

Cold chain management

N

Median (IQR) Min–max

Median (IQR) Min–max

Median (IQR) Min–max

Full sample
Geographical region

60 (44*)
n

1.1 (0.5–2.0)

0.3–3.3

1.5 (0.8–2.3)

0.0–3.6

2.0 (1.0–3.0)

0.0–4.0

Sub-Saharan Africa

30 (20*)

0.8 (0.3–1.3)

0.3–3.0

1.0 (0.6–1.8)

0.0–2.6

1.0 (0.0–2.0)

0.0–4.0

Outside sub-Saharan Africa 30 (24*)

1.5 (0.8–2.5)

0.3–3.3

2.0 (1.4–2.7)

0.0–3.6

2.0 (1.7–3.0)

0.0–4.0

0.8 (0.3–1.3)
2.0 (0.9–2.5)

0.3–2.0
0.3–3.4

1.0 (0.6–1.6)
2.0 (1.4–2.7)

0.0–2.6
0.0–3.6

1.0 (0.0–2.0)
2.0 (2.0–3.3)

0.0–3.0
0.0–4.0

Income

n

Low-income countries
Middle-income countries

29 (20*)
31 (24*)

The level of compliance was evaluated on a scale from 0 to 4.
*Number of distributors supplying cold chain products.
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771
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were performed to identify the level of compliance of the
distributors with each of the three criteria (median, IQR,
minimum and maximum values). The data were analysed
for the full sample and by subgroups (i) prespecified by
geographical region: SSA versus non-SSA and (ii) exploratory by WB economic classification: LICs versus MICs.
Internal consistency of the criteria GQR and GDP was
evaluated with Cronbach's α to measure whether the
different activities that are meant to measure the same
criterion produce similar scores.
Primary data were collected by QUAMED under a
confidentiality agreement with the audited suppliers;
therefore, in order to ensure confidentiality, the identity
of the individual distributors will not be disclosed.

BMJ Global Health

QA standards. This confirms our initial hypothesis that
the compliance with the principles of the WHO MQAS
would be generally low, and it is per se not surprising,
given the weakness of regulatory oversight in many
LMICs.7 8 26 Our results also indicate a better (even
though still low) compliance for distributors located
outside SSA than for those in SSA, and for those located
in MICs than for those in LICs. This is also per se not
surprising: NMRAs in poorer countries are more likely to
be unable to (fully) fulfil their core tasks, that is, ensuring
the quality, efficacy and safety of all medicines circulating
in their country, due to lack of adequate resources.26 37–39
We also noted an important in-country variability in
our sample, that is, it may happen that a same NMRA
licences both well-performing and poorly performing
distributors. We may tentatively propose two explanations for this variability. First, it may be due to the unclear
definition of the standards for storage and distribution in
the national regulation since GDP are often not included
in the pharmaceutical legislation of many countries. Or
when reference to GDP is made, the standards are not
adequately specified, for instance, in its assessment of
medicines regulatory systems in 26 SSA countries, WHO
reported in 2010 that national guidelines are often not
in line with the WHO GDP standards.26 Second, it may
be due to the poor or variable supervision on the pharmaceutical distributors by non-stringent NMRAs40: in
the same assessment of medicines regulatory systems in
26 SSA countries,26 WHO reported that the structures
in place to inspect pharmaceutical distributors are often
not well coordinated and that the quality of the inspections is limited. On a similar line, a situation analysis on
effective management of medicines in 11 South East
Asian countries showed limited capacity of NMRAs to
6

carry out their tasks, including inspections, and advised
to review and update the medicines regulation to ensure
compliance with international standards.41 Irrespective
of the specific cause, the variability of the quality systems
across distributors in a country implies a variable level
of QA, and a real risk of exposure to poor-quality or
degraded medicines.
The observed variability also implies that, even if all
the distributors in our sample are located in countries
with no Stringent Regulatory Authority,39 41 42 some of
them may still achieve acceptable standards, with good to
full compliance for two QA criteria out of three. It will be
worthwhile to investigate the non-regulatory drivers of
QA compliance; at this stage, we hypothesise that incentives to invest in quality systems may descend from a
corporate policy, or they may come from the market,
as previously suggested by McCabe and colleagues.43 In
particular, if their main clients have strict quality requirements (or if they wish to reach such clients), distributors
will invest to improve their QA system. At international
level, the positive attitude of many manufacturers
towards the WHO Prequalification Programme5 is a
good example of such a market incentive. At local level,
a distributor might decide to procure mainly or only
medicines approved by Stringent Regulatory Authorities,
either because it targets clients who ask such products
and tries to serve this market 'niche', or because it tries to
create a market demand, by differentiating its own offer
from the competitors.44
However, as said above, our overall results show a
generally poor compliance with adequate QA standards.
To correct this situation, countries need to put in place
stewardship of the pharmaceutical system as well as an
adequate national pharmaceutical policy.45 46 To do so, a
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771
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Figure 2 Percentage of local private pharmaceutical distributors in each level of compliance, for the full sample, for
each quality assurance criterion. Frequency distribution. Quality assurance criteria: general quality requirements (n=60),
good distribution practices (n=60) and cold chain management (n=44). Below the blue line are the distributors with no
compliance, very low compliance or low compliance, above the blue line are the distributors with medium, good or full
compliance. n, number of distributors evaluated.
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strong commitment is needed at governmental level,47 by
donors and by the private sector.
The 'rating system for local private pharmaceutical
distributors' developed for this analysis is inspired by
the WHO MQAS,27 a guideline that proved to be useful
for the evaluation of national procurement centres and
international humanitarian distributors.28 However, the
present analysis suggests that the WHO MQAS is not
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771

fully applicable for local pharmaceutical distributors.
In particular, even if our rating system included five QA
criteria inspired by the WHO MQAS, in this paper we do
not report on the criteria SS and QC, which correspond
to the WHO MQAS chapters on prequalification and reassessment of procured sources. The reason for this choice
is that in this case the WHO MQAS requirements exceed
by far the mandate of local distributors, which are (like
7
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Figure 3 Level of compliance of the full and the subsamples of local private pharmaceutical distributors, by quality assurance
criterion. Boxplot. Below the blue line are the distributors with no, very low or low compliance, above the blue line are the
distributors with medium, good or full compliance. LIC, low-income country; MIC, middle-income country; MQAS, Model
Quality Assurance System; SSA, sub-Saharan Africa.
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our findings for the criterion CCM were better than
for GQR and GDP can be biased by the fact that only
part of the distributors in our sample handled heat-sensitive products, and they were often those with better
GDP compliance. (In addition, in the primary data we
could not capture all the information that would be
needed to fully assess the quality of CCM.) Our findings should ideally be confirmed by further research,
with prospective collection of quantitative data in the
standardised rating system. Furthermore, qualitative
research would be needed to shed light about drivers
or hindering factors for compliance with GDP. Nevertheless, our results are based on an evaluation of 60
different distributors in 13 countries, so the observed
poor compliance with QA criteria remains alarming.
Some authors have suggested that the private sector
could successfully substitute the public sector in the
provision of healthcare in LMICs,30 43 while others
suggested on different grounds that the private sector
is not a valuable alternative for healthcare and services,
and that privatisation may have negative implications for
affordability, socioeconomic determinants of use and
quality.30 In the previous study on the QUAMED database, Nebot Giralt et al28 found that compliance with
the MQAS of African pharmaceutical distributors in the
public and not-for-profit sector was low. But our study
now shows at least comparable weaknesses in the private
sector. Overall, our findings combined with those of
Nebot Giralt et al28 are in line with the view of those who
contend that governments, as the steward per se within
the health system, should not concentrate their efforts
on the improvement of a particular sector (public or
private), but should understand and supervise the health
system as a whole.38 52 53 This applies also to the strengthening of the pharmaceutical sector and pharmaceutical
supply system, either public or private.
Conclusion
This study investigated the quality systems of local,
private pharmaceutical distributors in LMICs, using a
standardised tool derived from the WHO MQAS. Our
findings suggest insufficient compliance with GQR and
with GDP, implying a significant risk of exposure to poorquality or degraded medicines. Regulatory supervision
on these distributors should be strengthened to ensure
that compliance with stringent quality and GDP criteria
becomes an essential prerequisite for being licensed.
In addition, a positive market incentive towards quality
would also trigger quality improvements. The development of a standardised evaluation tool inspired by the
WHO MQAS but adapted to the characteristics of these
distributors could be helpful for monitoring and evaluation, for regulatory inspection and as training tool to
upgrade the current standards. These corrective measures should be framed in a more general strengthening
of regulatory capacities in LMICs, including effective
harmonisation initiatives.
Van Assche K, et al. BMJ Glob Health 2018;3:e000771. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2018-000771
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national procurement centres) 'only' legally required to
procure and supply medicines that have been granted a
marketing authorisation by the NMRA.48 In other words,
their criterion for selecting sources is the registration
granted (and confirmed over time) by the NMRA. If the
NMRA is weak, there is an increased risk that medicines
supplied by these distributors are poorly quality assured,
not because of the distributors’ deficiency, but because of
the deficiencies of the regulatory environment in which
they operate. The 'quality risk' remains real, but it would
not be realistic (nor fair) to expect that local distributors
set up a QA system including a stringent prequalification
and reassessment system, to compensate the deficiencies
of the NMRA.
Conversely, the criteria derived from the WHO MQAS
for GQR, GDP and CCM are inherent to the mandate of
any pharmaceutical distributor, and should be fully implemented. Unfortunately, our findings in this respect are in
line with previous studies: in insufficiently regulated environments, the implementation of GDP does not seem to
be a priority,43 and the storage conditions are often suboptimal.38 49 In 2011, Dickens and colleagues had noted that
distributors at peripheral level were unlikely to meet the
model standards for premises, equipment or staffing in
the near future.50 Other authors emphasised the scarcity
of data from formal assessments of the quality systems
along the medicines’ distribution chain in LMICs.38 49
These findings are still an issue today. The WHO GDP
guidelines serve as a reference guideline for good practices. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
standardised assessment tool for evaluating the quality
systems of local pharmaceutical distributors, through
measurable variables, that allows for scores' comparisons
across countries and regions (research objective), and
for a given distributor over time (monitoring and evaluation objective). Such a practical, harmonised tool would
be useful for self-assessment, for regulatory supervision
and for monitoring and training purposes.
Since the current situation of poor compliance with
adequate quality standards is largely due to poor regulation and/or poor regulatory enforcement in LMICs
(in addition to important concomitant factors, such as
lack of market incentives for quality and a lack of benchmarking, especially in-country), it would be also worthwhile to assess the impact of improved regulatory policies
on the performance of pharmaceutical distributors. For
instance, Ethiopia has recently published its official GDP
guidelines,51 and it could be interesting to formally assess
their impact on distributors’ practices after a few years.
This work has several limitations. First, we used
a convenient sample and no statistical tests were
performed. Second, narrative reports were retrospectively translated into quantitative scores by a researcher
who had not taken part in the audits. Third, our findings may be positively biased by the fact that distributors
included in our samples voluntarily agreed to undergo
the audit, which may indicate a positive attitude towards
quality improvement. On a minor note, the fact that
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